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It’s been a rollicking few months for B-Film led by its collaboration with The Electric Cinema, ongoing 
activities at The Mockingbird, another special evening dedicated to adaptation, as well as a wide variety of 
publications, events, screenings, invited papers, guest lectures and workshops. Follow us on Facebook!

B-Film has been collaborating with The Electric Cinema, the oldest working 
cinema in the UK, on a year-long season of classic films entitled 
CINEMATIC TIME MACHINE for which members of B-Film have been 
providing introductions to 
often sold-out screenings. 
Matching presenters with 
films has resulted in highly 
p r a i s e d e v e n t s t h a t 
included Helen Laville on 
GONE WITH THE WIND, 
Roger Shannon (left) on 
THE 39 STEPS, Elena 
Theodorakopoulos on BICYCLE THIEVES, Kate Ince and Natalia 
Rulyova on MAN WITH A MOVIE CAMERA, Michele Aaron on KING 
KONG, James Walters on VERTIGO, Elystan Griffiths on M and Rob 
Stone on SUNRISE, CITIZEN KANE and TOKYO STORY.

Continuing throughout 2015 and 2016 has been B-Film’s monthly CINE CUBANO evening at The 
Mockingbird theatre in The Custard Factory. Key Cuban films such as JUAN DE LOS MUERTOS, CHICO & 
RIta and MEMORIAS DEL SUBDESARROLLO were introduced by invited academics that included, 
respectively, Dunja Fehimović from the University of Cambridge (below left), Michael Samuel from the 
Universty of Leeds (below middle) and James Clifford Kent from Royal Holloway (below right). 

Publications by members of B-Film included Michele Aaron writing 
on the role of film criticism today in a time of accelerated change in 
production, distribution, and viewing practices in the online FILM 
CRITICISM journal (right) in an issue that marked a reboot for the 
journal as it transitioned to open access. There was also Rob 
Stone’s chapter co-written with Paul Cooke of the University of 
Leeds entitled ‘Slow Heritage Cinema’ that appeared in the book 
SLOW CINEMA edited by Tiago de Luca and Nuno Barradas Jorge 
and published by Edinburgh University Press (left).



A major series of B-Film events dedicated to 
adaptation commenced in 2015 and continued 
in 2016 dedicated to exploring the work of 
authors whose works have been adapted for the 
cinema. Organised and presented by Andrew 
Watts, these events combined introductions, 
interviews, screenings and audience Q&A. 

For the first event in December, Andrew Watts 
brought the author of ‘My Summer of Love’ 
Helen Cross together with presenter and 
interviewer Roger Shannon and academic 
expert on the films of Pawel Pawlikowski, Dr 
Joanna Rydzewska of Swansea University (top left). The evening 
include a screening of the film MY SUMMER OF LOVE and a fascinating 
discussion of the novel and the film. Shortly after 
this event, Helen Cross subsequently took up 
the position of Creative Fellow at Birmingham.

The second event dedicated to adaptation was 
held in March and was dedicated to the graphic 
artist Posy Simmonds, her GEMMA BOVERY 
and its film adaptation. The introduction by 
Andrew Watts (middle left) was followed by a 
talk by Posy Simmonds, a screening of the film 
and a discussion chaired by Professor Tim 
Unwin of the Universty of Bristol (left).

There have been several important presentations and keynote addresses by 
members of B-Film in recent months. 

In November, Rob Stone delivered the keynote speech at the Annual Peers 
Symposium at the University of Liverpool (right) and participated in the ICA’s 
opening night round table discussion of the work of Luis Buñuel heralding its 
month-long season of the master surrealist’s films.

In December Rob Stone spoke to the CINECLUB FAS in 
Bilbao, the oldest film society in Europe, on the subject of 
Basque cinema alongside his co-writer of the book BASQUE 
CINEMA: A CULTURAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY, 
Professor María Pilar Rodríguez (left). 

In January Andrew Watts delivered a paper at the University of Oxford entitled ’From Renoir to Aznavour: 
Adapting Balzac's LE PERE GORIOT’. 

In February a screening of the film THE QUEEN OF IRELAND at the Bramall was 
introduced by Michele Aaron as part of the 
LGBT HISTORY MONTH LAUNCH EVENT 
at the University of Birminghan (left)

And in April Rob Stone was onstage at The 
British Library to discuss the many diverse 
film adaptations of DON QUIXOTE with 
broadcaster and art historian Andrew 
Graham-Dixon and Oxford don Edwin 
Williamson at a special public event (right).



B-Film brought its rapidly growing cohort of postgraduate research 
students together in a social event on campus dedicated to involving 
them in B-Film events and encouraging them to initiate their own. 
Current research theses include the economic crisis in Italian cinema, 
representations of AIDS, cinematic allegories of US foreign policy, 
representations of the city in contemporary sub-Saharan African 
Cinemas, Second Gulf War cinema, representations of shell-shock, the 
American teen comedy, the subtitling of Basque cinema, contemporary 
horror and fantasy film and a decade of campaigns against piracy.

A new book series entitled REMAPPING WORLD 
CINEMA from Routlege is coordinated by B-Film 
in collaboration with the Centre for World Cinemas 
and Digital Cultures at Leeds and the Centre for 
Film and Media Research at Kent. The first 
publication in the series is Professor Sally 
Faulkner ’s edited volume MIDDLEBROW 
CINEMA. The REMAPPING WORLD CINEMA 
series, which which has an advisory board of over 
50 internationally renowned scholars, is intended 
to deliver touchstone publications for a crucial 
moment, when the industry, ideas and functions of 
film are in tremendous flux, not just from the 
effects of digital technologies and new screen 
media, but from economic and political changes 
that prompt us to question the very utility of the 
terms ‘world cinema’ and ‘film’.

B-FILM: FORTHCOMING ATTRACTIONS

B-Film at The Electric Cinema: Cinematic Time Machine continues 
throughout Spring and Summer:

Sunday 22/5 - PEEPING TOM with an introduction by Russell Jackson
Sunday 19/6 - BREATHLESS with an introduction by Kate Ince
Sunday 27/6 - DR STRANGELOVE with an introduction by James Walters
Sunday 3/7   - BADLANDS with an introduction by Rob Stone
Sunday 24/7 - ROCKY with an introduction by Andrew Watts

On 12 May 2016 Kate Ince will deliver a paper on the cinema of Agnés Varda in a special 
event dedicated to the filmmaker organised by Goethe Universitat and Deutsches 
Filmmuseum.

The second SCREENING RIGHTS FILM FESTIVAL (right) organised by Michele Aaron is 
scheduled for September 2016 - MORE NEWS SOON!

B-Film on the Radio: Between 12 and 2 pm on Friday 13th May and thereafter available to 
stream, Rob Stone joins ScreenBrum's Blake Woodham on Brum Radio (left) for a musical 
journey through the cinema of Richard Linklater featuring Butthole Surfers, Aerosmith, Kath 
Bloom, Led Zeppellin, Stevie Nicks, AC/DC, Nina Simone, Julie Delpy, Radiohead, Arcade 
Fire, Van Halen and many more.


